MAJOR TRANSIT AND TRANSPORTATION CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

Thursday, March 5, 2015, 9:00 A.M.,
1149 S. Broadway, first floor conference room 150, Los Angeles

Committee Members: Curtis Tran (BOE), Chairman
Omar Braish (BOE)
Marina Chang (LADOT)
Maurice Camacho (LADOT)
Debra Scott (BSS)
Frank Van Blarcom (ConAD)
Mariann Karish (BOE)
Darline Truong (BOE)
Catherine Garcia (BOE)

It is the responsibility of the Major Transportation Construction Traffic Management Committee to review applications for permits to work within the streets and determine work site traffic control conditions within the Transit Project Impact Area (LAMC 62.250).

To be placed on the agenda, a brief description of the project must be emailed to ENG.TCTMC@lacity.org by midnight on Thursday in order to present the following Thursday. Additionally, it is the policy of the Committee to allow public comment on individual agenda items subject to such time limits as the Committee Chairman may deem appropriate.

PUBLIC COMMENT: The Committee will hear public testimony on agenda items under the Committee's jurisdiction.

MINUTES: Review and adopt February 26, 2015 meeting minutes.

AGENDA ITEMS:

1) Giuseppe Oddo (Innovative Construction Solutions)
   La Brea Ave 800 S/8th St W– PLE: Excavation in the sidewalk to abandon an underground storage tank.
   - BSS#: 2015000918
   - E-P#: E-1550-0023
   DISPOSITION: 150133-PLE TLR was issued

2) Eric Mollno (The Permit Company/Hydraulic Cranes, LLC.)
   Western Ave 450 S/5th St-PLE: Crane installation.
   - BSS#: 2015000799
   DISPOSITION: Item was not presented

3) Harlan Prather (Roadway Construction Service/Bragg Crane Service/MATT Construction)
   Wilshire Blvd 6060/Orange Grove Ave and Fairfax Ave-PLE: Lane closure on Fairfax Ave for steel “ribbons” installation.
   - BSS#: 2015001344
DISPOSITION: 150134-PLE TLR was issued

4) Matt Coumans (Right of Way, Inc/Bigge Crane and Rigging)
Wilshire Blvd 6060/Fairfax Ave-PLE: Curb lane and two travel lanes closure to stage a hydraulic crane for boom lift placement on the roof.
   • BSS#: 2015001007
DISPOSITION: Item was not presented

5) Aaron Whiting (CORE Development Services/Verizon Wireless)
Wilton Pl 538 S/6th St-PLE: Installing Verizon mRRU-12 unit along with an antenna on an existing BSL streetlight, and place pull box within right of way.
   • U-P#: 2014010798
DISPOSITION: 150135-PLE TLR was issued

6) Aaron Whiting (CORE Development Services/Verizon Wireless)
3rd St 4051W/Ardmore Ave-PLE: Installing Verizon mRRU-12 unit along with an antenna on an existing BSL streetlight, and place pull box within right of way.
   • U-P#: 2014011473
DISPOSITION: 150136-PLE TLR was issued

7) Aaron Whiting (CORE Development Services)
Gramercy Pl/3rd St-PLE: Installing Verizon 8' DBL cross arms, disconnect switch enclosure and pole-mounted meter on existing pole. Place pull box within right of way.
   • U-P#: 2014005060
DISPOSITION: Item was not presented—item was moved to 3-12-15

8) Wai Yip (LABOE-WCED)
Jefferson Blvd/Arlington Ave– CTC: Sewer rehabilitation: construct MH, box diversion structure, junction structure; install VCP between junction box and diversion structure; install VCP between diversion structure and the MH; R&R MH to a 5-ft diameter MH; abandon 20in inlet connection and 24in outlet connection.
DISPOSITION: 150137-CTC Taken Under Advisement by Marina

9) Sam Knutson (TMI/Darco Construction)
Crenshaw Blvd /52nd St W– CTC: Utilizing crane to set concrete panels on property.
DISPOSITION: Item was not presented

10) Benjamin Jimenez (Golden State Water Company)
Century Blvd from La Cienega to Felton Ave -CTC: Two (2) lane closure to install new water main.
   • BSS#: 2015000981
   • Reference TCTMC 150125-CTC
DISPOSITION: Status Update

11) Steve Osborn (Right of Way, Inc.)
Olympic Blvd 11567 W/Federal Ave and Colby Ave– EX2: Crane life to repair billboard.
DISPOSITION: Item was cancelled via e-mail

12) John Johnston/Stephen Berkley (AT&T/CHC)
San Vicente Blvd/3rd St- **PLE**: Place conduit across San Vicente Blvd from existing MH on WS to PL.
- **BSS#**: 2015001174
- **DISPOSITION**: Returned—not under TCTMC jurisdiction

13) John Johnston/Stephen Berkley (AT&T/CHC)
Western Ave/8th St- **PLE**: Access MH # 4481 to place and splice fiber cable to PL.
- **BSS#**: 2015001028
- **DISPOSITION**: 150138-PLE TLR was issued

14) John Johnston/Stephen Berkley (AT&T/CHC)
Hobart Blvd/8th St- **PLE**: Lane closure to excavate and replace existing cabinet.
- **U-P#**: 2014012225
- **DISPOSITION**: 150139-PLE TLR was issued

15) John Johnston/Stephen Berkley (AT&T/CHC)
Temple St/Hill St- **RC**: Access MH # 26107 to place and splice fiber cable to PL.
- **BSS#**: 2015001068
- **DISPOSITION**: 150140-RC TLR was issued

16) John Johnston/Stephen Berkley (AT&T/CHC)
Flower St/7th St- **RC**: Energize existing fiber cable in MH # 1652 & 1646.
- **BSS#**: 2015001119
- **DISPOSITION**: 150141-RC TLR was issued

17) Claudia Kelly (FJS Cable Engineering, Inc.)
6th St 888 W/Figueroa St and Flower St- **RC**: Trench and place conduit to new placement of vault on sidewalk.
- **U-P#**: 20015001961
- **DISPOSITION**: Item was not presented—item was moved to 3-12-15

18) Casey McCormick (Burnham Nationwide, Inc./Metropolis Development)
S. Francisco St 889 S/James M. Wood Blvd and 8th St W- **RC**: Request feedback on initiating the process of opening “Greenland Drive”, an access road that will connect 8th St to 9th St (James M Wood Blvd) for “Construction Vehicle Use Only”.
- **DISPOSITION**: General Inquiry

19) Steve Garcia (Byers Engineering Co./Centurylink [Quest])
Spring St. S and 1st St W to Main St. S– **RC**: Trench and place 2-2” HDPE from existing Qwest maintenance hole to existing Caltrans pullbox—approximately 450’ of trenching.
- **DISPOSITION**: 150142-RC Taken Under Advisement by Maurice

20) David Haroonian (Fast Signs)
Hope St 801 S/8th St - **RC**: One lane closure to place a boom.
- **BSS #:**: 2015001021
- **DISPOSITION**: Item was not presented

21) Keith Silva (K&B Engineering)
Temple St E/Los Angeles St N -RC: Open trench cut excavation for placement of underground fiber optic conduit.
- U-P #: 2015000772
DISPOSITION: Item was not presented—item was moved to 3-12-15

22) Deonda Theus (Southern California Edison)
Sepulveda Blvd 2100 S/ Mississippi Ave – SPW: Pole reconfiguration.
- Reference TCTMC 140585-SPW
- BSS #: 2014006373
DISPOSITION: Item was cancelled via e-mail

23) Megan Hickey (GEPermit/SoCalGas Co)
Sepulveda Blvd N between Constitution Ave and Casiano Rd – SPW: Single lane closures to perform ground penetrating radar surveys for the northern portion of line 43-121.
- BSS #: 2015001212
DISPOSITION: 150143-SPW Taken Under Advisement by Maurice

24) Trent Ramirez (Cable Engineering Services/Verizon Wireless)
Sepulveda Blvd 3872/Royal Woods Dr – SPW: Installation and operation of antennas and associated equipment for a new Verizon Wireless LTE site: new 30' steel pole with two panel antennas, 20" x 17" x 48" Myers electrical meter pedestal and 36.25" x 27.75" x 46.48" ADC Pedestal on 92" x 32" concrete pad. Trench for the placement of conduit.
- U-P#: 2014004766
DISPOSITION: 150144-SPW TLR was issued

25) Trent Ramirez (Cable Engineering Services/Verizon Wireless)
Sepulveda Blvd 3690/Valley Meadow Rd - SPW: Installation and operation of antennas and associated equipment for a new Verizon Wireless LTE site: new 30' steel pole with two panel antennas, 20" x 17" x 48" Myers electrical meter pedestal and 36.25" x 27.75" x 46.48" ADC Pedestal on 92" x 36" concrete pad. Trench for the placement of conduit.
- U-P #: 2014004770
DISPOSITION: 150145-SPW TLR was issued
Omar Braish called the meeting to order at 9:14 A.M.

The Minutes were revised as written.

The following agenda items were discussed (Attached):
150133-PLE, 150134-PLE, 150135-PLE, 150136-PLE, 150137-CTC
(Taken Under Advisement), 150138-PLE, 150139-PLE, 150140-RC,
150141-RC, 150142-RC (Taken Under Advisement), 150143-SPW
(Taken Under Advisement), 150144-SPW, 150145-SPW.

TLRs were issued for the following old businesses (Attached):
130253-RC, 140506-CTC, 140534-SPW, 140555-RC, 140556-RC,
140607-RC, 150054-PLE.

The status was discussed for the following agenda items (Not Attached):
150125-CTC.

The public was given an opportunity to make comments on the presented construction within the Streets of Significance.

The meeting was adjourned at 12:45 P.M.

Submitted by:

Darline Truong
Recording Secretary